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ABSTRACT

In this paper, we establish the sufficient conditions for
oscillation of fourth order neutral difference equation of the form

0))(( 3
22   lnnknnnn yqypyr     by using comparison

method. Example is provided to illustrate the results.
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 1.  INTRODUCTION

Consider the following fourth
order non linear neutral difference
equation of the form

 0))(( 3
22   lnnknnnn yqypyr

(1.1)

where  0000 ,...},2,1,{)( nnnnNn 

0,...},n  is a non-negative integer and  is
the forward difference operator  defined
by  .1 nnn yyy   . The following

conditions are assumed to hold:

   (a)  }{ np  and  }{ nq  are non-negativee

real sequences with  }{ nq  not identically

zero for infinitely many values of n.

(b) There is a positive constant

p such that  10  ppn  and k and l
are positive integers.

(c)  }{ nr is a positive sequence

of real numbers for  )( 0nNn  such

that 
 






0

.
nn nr

n

Let  },max{ lk . By a solution
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of (1.1) we mean a real sequence  }{ ny
which is defined for all   0Nn  and

satisfies equation (1.1) for all  Nn
)( 0nN . As it is customary, a solution

 }{ ny  of (1.1) is said to be oscillatory if

the terms yn of the sequence are not
eventually positive or not eventually
negative; otherwise it is called non-
oscillatory. Equation (1.1) is said to
be oscillatory if all its solutions are
oscillatory.

        In recent years, there has been
an increasing interest in the study of
oscillatory and asymptotic behavior of
solutions of fourth order difference
equations2-20 and references cited therein.
Following this trend, in this paper we
obtain some sufficient conditions for the
oscillation of all the solutions of equation
(1.1) using comparison method. An
example is provided to illustrate the
result.

2. Main results

Let {xn} be a real sequence. We
define a sequence {zn} by  nnn pyz 

kny  , (2.1)

 )( 0nNn  where {pn} and k are as
defined as earlier.

In this section we present some
sufficient conditions for the oscillation
of all solutions of equation (1.1).

Lemma2.1 Let {yn} be a positive

solution of the equation (1.1), then
there are only the following two cases
for large n,

 ,0,0,0,0)( 2  nnnnn zrzzyI

.0)( 2  nn zr

,0,0,0,0)( 2  nnnnn zrzzyII

0)( 2  nn zr

The proof follows from Discrete Kneser’s
Theorem [1,Theorem 1.7.11]

Lemma 2.2 Let {yn} be a positive
solution of the equation (1.1) and not
identically zero. Then for every

 10,   , there exists a large positivee

integer N such that for all  
Nn  ,

 (3) 2( ),
3!n n ny n r y

    where  )3(  nn

)2)(1(  nnn .

Proof. The proof can be found
in [16] and [20].

Lemma2.3 If {yn} is an eventually
positive solution of (1.1) , then there

exists an integer  )( 0nNn such that
 nnnn zyzp  )1(  for  Nn  .

Proof.  From definition of  nz ,

we have  nn yz   for  Nn  . Hence
 

nnn

knnnn

knnnn

zpy
zpzy
ypzy

)1( 







    
for   Nn  .
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Theorem 3.1 Assume that there
exists a constant  10 0   , such that
the first order delay difference

equation  
 

)3(
!3

)3(0  nn lnqy


0]1[ 33   lnln yp  (3.1)

is oscillatory. Then equation (1.1) is
oscillatory.

Proof: Let {yn} be an eventually
positive solution of (1.1) and define

 knnnn ypyz   (3.2)

Then from hypotheses (a) and (b) there

exists an integer  01 nn   such that

 0ny   and

 0)( 22  nn zr  for all  .1nn   By Lemma

2.1, there exists for some large  ,12 nn 
such that either

 ,0,0,0,0 2  nnnnn zrzzy

.0)(, 2  nn zr

,0,0,0,0 2  nnnnn zrzzy
OR

0)( 2  nn zr

     Hence  .0lim  nn z  Therefore by

Lemma 2.2 for every  10,   , theree

exists a 
 

N  such that  for all  Nn  ,

 
),(

!3
2)3(

nnn zrnz 


 (3.3)

From the equation (2.1)

 3333   lnlnlnln ypzy
and we have

 0][)( 333
22   lnlnlnnnn ypzqzr

for all large n.

Since  nn yz   and 0 nz , we obtain

 0]1[)( 33
22   lnlnnnn zpqzr

for all sufficiently large n.  Using (3.3),
for every  ,10  

 
)3(

!3!3
)( )3(22  nnn lnqzr 

      .0)]([]1[ 3
2

33   lnlnln zrp
for all large n.

Let  )( 2
nnn zrv  . Thus  }{ nv  satisfies

  
 

)3(
!3

)3( nn lnqv 

0]1[ 33   lnln vp , for n large
enough and
for every  .10  

Using result from [1], the diffe-
rence equation

 
]1[)3(

!3 3
)3(  lnnn wplnqw 

.03 lnw
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has an eventually positive solution for
every  .10    This contradicts the
fact that (3.1) is oscillatory. When {yn}
is eventually negative solution, {-yn}
will be an eventually positive solution.
Proof of Theorem 3.1 is complete.

     3. Example: Consider the difference

equation 
 2 2 2 2

1 1
1 9[ ( 1) ( )] 8(2 6 5) (9 21 14) 0, 1
2 2n n nn nn n y y n n n n y n            

2 2 2 2
1 14

1 9[ ( 1) ( )] 8(2 6 5) (9 21 14) 0, 1
2 2n n nn nn n y y n n n n y n 

             
 

 1 1[ ( 1) ( )] 8(2 6 5) (9 21 14) 0, 1n n nn n y y n n n n y n 
             
 

 (4.1)

Here 
 

)562(8,
2
1 2  nnqp nnn

),1(),14219(
2

9 2
4  nnrnn nn

.2,1  lk  It is easy to see that all
solutions of equation (4.1) are osci-
llatory.

In fact    }1{}{ n
ny   is one such

solution of equation (4.1)
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